IMPROVE YOUR EXISTING
COOLING SOLUTION
How to boost earnings by combining your existing solution with DC Air
Conditioning!

Profit check list - will you benefit?
There is a time and place for DC Air Conditioning. But when the settings are right, your running costs will
drop and your earnings will increase. To find yourself in the profit zone, recognise your sites in one or
more of the listed circumstances:



Remote sites powered by renewable energy sources
Sites with unstable uptime and income due to frequent



power outage and/or intermittent power
Sites containing equipment with different temperature



sensitivities, i.e. electronics and battery compartments
Sites located in regions with extreme ambient temperatures



Hybrid sites which depend on a zero-downtime strategy

4 combinations that will boost your earnings
What?

Where?

Why?

Free Cooling
+ DC Air Conditioning

Remote locations where the
outside temperature varies

To maintain low inside
temperatures at low running

from above to below cooling
set point.

costs, when free cooling is not
an option.

Remote locations + sites with
temperature-sensitive

To create dual climate zones to
keep running costs low + to

equipment which requires low
cooling set points, e.g. battery

extend service life of existing air
conditioner, because it is only

Heat Exchange/

compartments.
Challenging environments, e.g.

activated for emergencies.
To create dual climate zones to

Thermosiphon
+ DC Air Conditioning

coastal areas + sites with
temperature-sensitive

keep running costs low + to
extend service life of existing air

equipment which requires low
cooling set points, e.g. battery

conditioner, because it is only
activated for emergencies.

compartments.
Remote locations where the

To maintain low inside

outside temperature varies
from above to below cooling

temperatures at low running
costs, when free cooling is not

set point + small applications
with stagnant inside air.

an option.

Air Conditioning
+ DC Air Conditioning

Displacement Free Cooling
+ DC Air Conditioning

Want to learn more?
Go to the product page or contact us now

